At about 3000 seconds specific impulse and at the maximum input power of 300 W, the beam current density of an 8 cm is about 4.1 mA/cm 2, or about 1.4 times that of the NSTAR thruster.
As will be discussed in a following section, this increase in current density, while maintaining useful thruster lifetimes, is considered feasible.
In general, as total propellant throughput decreases, the discharge electrical efficiency also decreases.
That is, the power to produce an ampere of beam ion current increases as the thruster is power-throttled down._ This is because the neutral density in the discharge decreases and, hence, the probability that energetic electrons will undergo inelastic collisions prior to being collected at anode surfaces decreases. Applying an empirically-derived correlation of flow rates to emission current, a maximum flow rate of 36 eq. mA xenon (about 0.49 sccm) was estimated for the neutralizer.
Because
Using the aforementioned assumptions regarding discharge chamber, ion optics, and neutralizer operation, performance estimates for an 8-cm thruster were obtained over an input power range of about 100 W to 300 W.
These estimates are shown in Table II , and in Figures 1 and 2. Thrust losses associated with beam divergence and doubly-charged ions were accounted for in these estimates, using the methodology described in reference 3. Figure  1 and Also shown in Figure3 aredataobtained fromthe NSTAR thruster neutralizer, andtheprojected (assumed) neutralizer performance usedin this analysis. As indicated,the prototypeneutralizer operatesat approximately 7-8timeslowerflow ratefor the same emission current, compared totheNSTAR neutralizer. However, additional improvements (factor of2 reduction inflowrateandemission current) areneeded toachieve theperformance assumed inthisanalysis.
As indicated in
At 100W thruster inputpowerthe hollowcathode neutralizer operation candegrade thethruster efficiency andspecific impulse byasmuch as20percentage-points and2000 seconds, respectively, asindicated inFigure 4. In Figure 4 ,projected thruster performance is givenfor threecases; a zero-flow rate/zero power-consuming neutralizer, a 0.05sccm flowrateneutralizer (operating at the sameinputpoweras thatof the 0.50sccm neutralizer usedin thisanalysis), andthebaseline 0.50 sccmneutralizer.Theperformance of the0.05sccm flow rateneutralizer is comparable to thatwhichwas demonstrated previously on an 8 cm mercuryion thruster. 4
Notefor the0.50sccmneutralizer curve, thethruster efficiency decreases with increasing specific impulse. Thisis because at fixedthruster inputpowera direct tradeof beamcurrent for beam voltage is made, for increasing specific impulse. Thisresults in averyrapid decrease in the maximumobtainablepropellant efficiency, since thefixedneutralizer flowrateof 0.50 sccm becomes a larger fraction ofthetotalthruster flow rate.
Lifetime-FortheNASANSTAR 30cmthruster, the erosionof the molybdenum accelerator grid dueto charge-exchange ionsis oneofthedominant lifelimiting wear-mechanisms. If theinternal discharge voltage of a small thruster is limited to28V tolimitinternal erosion, then charge-exchange erosion of theaccelerator gridis expected tobetheoverall lifelimiter.
Examinations of accelerator grid erosionon many different ionthrusters haveledto a consensus thatthe end-of-life of anaccelerator gridwill bedetermined by structural failurein the center of the gridwherethe erosion is thegreatest.In particular, erosion occurs around each gridholeasdeep pitswhich areconnected together byshallower trenches. _ Erosion in thetrenches is a minimum between adjacent charge-exchange pits. Aftersignificant erosion occurs, each gridholeis bridged toitsneighbors atthese minimum erosion sites. 6 End-oflifeoftheaccelerator gridisthereby defined asthepoint in timeatwhichthese bridges in thecenter of thegrid become unsound andfail.
Therelevant local measurement forthisaccelerator grid end-of-life mechanism is thebridge depth erosion in the grid center. A compilation of the magnitude of accelerator griderosion experienced duringextendedduration tests along withthethruster operating conditions weredocumented in reference 7. Usingthesedata, a "grid erosionparameter" (or GEP) was proposed (consisting of the productof the accelerator grid impingement current, test time, andgrid material sputter yield, divided by the beam area) as a straightforward combination of measured parameters with a high correlation to the magnitude of the charge exchange erosion. 7 The NSTAR lifetest results to date suggest that this approach yields a conservative erosion estimate.
Using the GEP, the accelerator grid lifetime of the NSTAR thruster at 2.3 kW was estimated to be greater than 12,000 hours. 7 This estimate was supported by subsequent post-life test erosion measurements which indicated the grid lifetime was in fact in excess of 12,000 hours.
8"9 The NSTAR thruster lifetime is conservativelyquoted as having a total propellant throughput of 83 kg, which is the propellant expended at a full-power level of 2.3 kW for 8000 hours.
The 8-cm thruster should yield comparable life times to that of the NSTAR thruster when operated at similar voltages and current densities. At equivalent full-power conditions and assuming comparable optics technology, the small thruster should have at least a 10-kg throughput capability.
Using the GEP, estimates of small thruster life times were obtained for the conditions identified in Table II .
These data are shown in Figure 5 , thruster (accelerator grid) life versus thruster input power. For these calculations, 2-grid molybdenum ion optics was assumed with an initial accelerator grid thickness of 500 microns.
Two curves are shown in Figure 5 corresponding to two different end-of-life criteria.
One criterion is erosion of the bridge to a depth of 200 microns, or 40% of the way through the thickness of the electrode. This is presently used in the NSTAR program as a conservative definition of end-of-life. This is quite conservative as the grid still NASA TM-113111 hasconsiderable strength at this erosion level. A second curve is shown in Figure 5 , corresponding to a bridge erosion to a depth of 400 microns, or 80% of the way through the thickness of the electrode.
In a test-tofailure-test 6 the accelerator grid electrode was eroded to this depth and it was still functional at the completion of the test. As indicated in Figure 5 , lifetimes of >_ 8000 hours are anticipated for input power levels up to 300 W assuming 400 microns erosion. Figure 5 indicates that using the conservative NSTAR Other approaches to increased life include limiting the maximum power to the 8-cm thruster to a value less than 300 W, or increasing the thruster size at 300 W input. For example, an increase in thruster diameter to 10 cm would be expected to yield at least a 50% increase in grid life.
The thruster total impulse versus input power is shown in Figure 6 for both end-of-life criteria. As indicated, total impulse values ranging from 9.6x105 N-s down to about 3.1 x 105 N-s are estimated over the power envelope of 85 W to 300 W, assuming 400 microns erosion. The overall thruster length, as measured from the tip of the neutralizer, to the rearmost portion of the plasma screen, is estimated to be about 17.6 cm. The outside diameter of the thruster, as defined by a circle which includes the neutralizer assembly, is estimated to be 16.7 cm.
Physical Characteristics

Power Processing
The power processor unit (PPU) mass for the ion thruster is estimated to be approximately 2.0 kg, at about 300 W maximum, lJ A PPU topology similar to that implemented in the NSTAR program, with the input bus voltage of 24-32 volts was also assumed) 3 The efficiency of the PPU is assumed to vary linearly with input power, going from about 0.87 to 0.89 over an input power range of 100 W to 300 W. i4
Propellant Feed System and Structure
The tankage in the systems considered is set at 10% of the propellant mass. 15 A gimbal mass equal to 34% of the thruster mass, and a structure mass equal to 31% of the combined thruster, gimbal,and feed system masses, are assumed. 16 Additional mounting structure of 4% of the PPU, propellant, and tankage are also assumed. 17 A thermal radiator mass equal to 31 kg/kW-dissipated was also assumed.16
Mission Analyses
To investigate the relative benefits of developing flight systems based on the 0.30 kW class ion thruster, two mission examples were considered.
The first is North-South station keeping (NSSK) of a small (430 kg) geostationary satellite since smaller geostationary satellites designed to serve one customer or provide a single service are currently being considered.t7
The second mission example is a 65-kg magnetospheric mapping spacecraft. This mission consists of an orbit raise from LEO to GEO to investigate the viability of the small ion propulsion for small science spacecraft. The
ion propulsion system component masses used in both mission
examples were based on the information presented above. A potential propulsion system configuration was also suggested. Each mission application compared the ion propulsion system to SOA propulsion systems.
In both cases, a substantial mass savings was demonstrated as a result of using the ion thruster propulsion system, which could then be allocated to increase the usable payload mass. Conversely, if the baseline payload remained unchanged, the total spacecraft mass and launch mass could be reduced through the use of the ion system. provide a single service is alsobeingconsidered. One such example is theplanned Indostar 1spacecraft, shown in Figure 7) 8 Witha beginning-of-life (BOL)mass of 430kilograms andanend-of-life (EOL)power of 0.9 kilowatts, the Indostar 1 is significantly smaller than other planned geostationary satellites.
Using theIndostar 1asrepresentative ofthisnew class of satellites, theimpact oftheionthrusters onreducing the wetsystem mass wasestimated. Reduction inpropulsion system wetmass would allowforanincrease in themass ofthepayload andsupport systems, areduction in launch mass, or anincrease in thespacecraft life. A 10-year missionwith a 45 m/s NSSKbudget per yearis assumed.
19
State-of-art N2I-L monopropellant 2°and advanced arcjet systems 21 were used for comparison.
The operating parameters and system masses assumed are shown in Table III .
The configuration
assumed for the ion and arcjet systems consists of four thrusters, two each on the north and south faces of the satellite and two PPUs.
To minimize the effect of plume impingement on the solar arrays the ion thrusters were canted at 301 relative to the optimal thrust direction along the north-south axis and the arcjets were canted at 171. 22.23 Two thrusters are operated at a time. Each of the electric propulsion systems requires lifetimes less than those currently predicted. For the ion system the two thrusters fire for approximately 45 minutes once a day. For the arcjet system, each of the two thrusters fires for approximately 11 minutes once a day, although longer bums, less often might be tolerated. Slightly longer bums may also be needed to reduce requirements during eclipse period.
The required propellant and propulsion system dry masses are shown in Figure 8 . As indicated, all of the system dry masses were below 20 kilograms. However the differences in propulsion system wet masses were significant. The hydrazine monopropellant system was the heaviest, with a fueled mass of 92 kilograms.
The arcjet system has a wet mass of 58 kilograms. The SOA ion system has a wet mass of only 23 kilograms. The approximate 75% reduction in propulsion system wet mass for the ion system relative to the hydrazine monopropellant propulsion system, corresponds to a 69-kilogram mass savings on a 430-kilogram spacecraft. This extra mass could be used for more communications payload along with the support systems required.
Magnetospheric
Mapping Constellation
In this mission, four spacecraft would spiral in a constellation from 600 km to 36,000 km at a 65/ inclination for over a year to obtain spatial data of the Earth=s magnetosphere. This multi-spacecraft mission will allow for continuous spiral exploration of a portion of the magnetosphere and revisits of regions of interest.
The four identical spacecraft provide redundancy; two of the four spacecraft could fail and still some spatial data could be attained.
The Orbital Sciences Corporation (OSC) MicroStar bus 24 (shown in Figure  9) Figure   11 . The fuel mass of the chemically-propelled spacecraft would be around 240 kg. The trip times for the chemically-propelled spacecraft constellation are limited by the time to acquire the spatial data and not the thrusting time.
The 300 the small ion option could save this mission -36 million dollars in launch costs.
While the projected thruster lifetime at 300 W is adequate for the NSSK application, it falls considerably short of the 13,700 hours required for the magnetospheric mapping mission. This is mitigated however by the fact that the mission-average thruster input power is only about 200 W.
The total-impulse requirement for the mission is about 3.0x10 s N-s which appears feasible based on the data of Figure 6 .
Conclusions
Analyses were conducted which indicate that sub 0.5 kW-class ion thrusters may provide performance benefits for commercial and science missions. Small spacecraft applications with masses ranging from 50 to 500 kg and power levels less than 500 W were considered.
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